Operating valves

Pipeline markers

Residential home: In an emergency, Alliant Energy
authorizes emergency personnel to turn off the gas
meter valve.

Markers indicate the approximate location of
buried pipelines. Markers do not indicate pipeline
burial depth. They are typically seen where a
pipeline intersects a street, highway or railway.
They are also used on fences around compressor
stations and other pipeline property. In most cases,
pipeline markers are not located on a natural gas
distribution system inside urban service territories.

Never turn on a gas meter valve. Gas workers have
a set procedure before and after they turn on a gas
meter. Federal government rules require training
and certification for all pipeline personnel.
Commercial and industrial: Never turn off or operate
the gas meter valves at a commercial or industrial
facility. Often, there are multiple valves. What you
may think is the valve to turn off the flow of gas
may instead allow more pressure or flow of gas to
the facility.

Never operate:
• Valves inside regulator stations or fenced
areas at a gate station

This brochure provides some basic guidelines for
responding to natural gas emergencies, but does
not cover every possible situation and should not
replace professional training.

More information

• Relief valves. Relief valves are intended to
blow when something is wrong. Let it blow
and notify Alliant Energy immediately.

To obtain a copy of Alliant Energy’s integrity
management program or a community’s
Pipeline Emergency Response Plan,
please call 1-800-ALLIANT or email
customercare@alliantenergy.com.

• Key or critical valves located within our
distribution system

To learn more about natural gas safety visit
alliantenergy.com/pipelinesafety.

Operating these valves can cause problems
elsewhere in the system and should be operated
only by utility employees.

Visit the National Pipeline Mapping System at
npms.phmsa.dot.gov to learn who operates
transmission pipelines in your area.

Safety training
Free online training is available for first responders
and community leaders who need refresher training
on safe operations during a utility emergency.
• alliantenergy.com/safetytraining
The National Association of State Fire Marshals
offers Pipeline Emergencies online.
• pipelineemergencies.com
• get the Pipeline Emergencies app for Apple or
Android
Alliant Energy offers free public safety presentations
to communities where we provide natural gas. Email
customercare@alliantenergy.com to schedule a
presentation.
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Emergency responders are an
important partner in preventing
natural gas emergencies and
keeping communities safe.

Make natural gas safety a priority
Alliant Energy keeps our employees, customers and communities safe through training, education
and awareness. We continually look for and use new technologies in pipeline design, construction,
inspection and operations to make delivery of natural gas safe, cost-effective and secure.

Notify Alliant Energy
It is extremely important you notify Alliant Energy of a natural gas emergency. Your call helps coordinate
a response.
In Iowa and Illinois, call: (319) 365-8040 • In Wisconsin, call: 1-800-758-1576

Emergency response
plan tactics
Safety and environmental protection are top
priorities in any pipeline emergency response.
When responding to a natural gas incident:
1. Protect people first, property second
2. Isolate area and deny entry
3. Determine if atmosphere/area is safe
4. Establish hazard control zones
5. Evacuate if necessary
6. Notify Alliant Energy at 1-800-ALLIANT
7. Eliminate ignition sources
8. If ignited, allow to self-extinguish
9. Contain or control secondary fires

Natural gas leaks
Always use caution near a gas leak. In addition to
following the emergency response plan tactics,
remember:
• Recognize the possible hazards such as fire,
explosions, injury and death.
• Approach the scene with the wind at your back.
• Use a natural gas detector to confirm if gas
is present. If you don’t have a detector, but
you smell natural gas, assume the situation is
dangerous.
• If gas is escaping outside, keep water out of
excavations where gas is blowing.
• Do not enter an enclosed area such as an
excavation, sewer, vault or pit where gas is
blowing. Natural gas may displace oxygen in
these areas.
• Static electricity may accumulate on plastic
piping, creating an ignition hazard.
If gas is blowing, secure and evacuate the area and call
Alliant Energy immediately!

Report damage
You should immediately report any damage or
suspicious activity along a pipeline right-or-way
by calling 1-800-ALLIANT. Crews will immediately
investigate and repair any damage.

Delivering natural gas

Natural gas fires

Natural gas is extracted from the earth and travels
to a community through underground transmission
pipelines. According to the National Transportation
Safety Board, the 2.5 million miles or pipelines in the
U.S. are the safest method of transportation for
natural gas.

If gas is burning, do not use water on the fire.
Extinguishing a primary fire can result in explosive
re-ignition. If the fuel source is not off, leaking gas
can migrate from the pipeline to a different ignition
source. If you must perform rescue operations,
use a dry chemical extinguisher to put out the fire
or a fog spray to protect personnel.

Once the natural gas reaches a community it passes
through a gate station. Here, the pipeline pressure is
reduced and mercaptan odorant is added. Then, gas
enters the local distribution system.
The underground pipelines within a community are
called mains. They are often buried under or along
streets. Service lines connect to the main and carry
the gas to homes, business and factories. Service lines
are one-half inch to two inches in diameter.

Dig safely – Steps that
could save a life
1. Call 811 before you dig
2. Wait the required time for all utility lines to
be marked
3. Respect the marks, and then dig with care

Use your senses
Pipeline failure can happen because of damage from
third-party excavation, corrosion, material defects,
worker error and events of nature. Although pipeline
leaks are rare, you need to know how to recognize and
respond to a possible leak.
You can recognize a pipeline leak by:
• Smell: Natural gas is odorless in its raw state;
gas companies add an odorant to give the gas its
distinctive rotten egg odor.
• Sight: Natural gas is colorless; watch for blowing
dirt, bubbling water or discolored vegetation in an
otherwise green area.
• Sound: Hissing or whistling sound near a gas
appliance meter or pipeline.
Remember, natural gas is lighter than air and will rise.

Cool surrounding structures or equipment with
water to prevent a fire from spreading.

